Skill Bootstrapping (SB)

- SB is a proposed framework and set of algorithms to allow an agent to start with a set of low-level primitive actions, and then abstract its actions allowing it to tractably solve complex problems.
- An agent starts by solving simple problems using planning, and then identifies skills that could be used as generalized and adaptive macro-actions during planning.
- Skills are learned using RL with function approximation, and learning is bootstrapped with previous successful plan traces that have previously solved the same kind of problem.

Motivating Properties

- Planning for new problems first, and seeding learning with the successful traces, improves the quality of newly created skill policies.
- Learning generalized and parameterized skills allows a single skill to decompose into many possible action sequences.
- Using a reactive skill policy means planning is required at only the abstract-level.
- Viable skill structures can be revealed by analyzing the successful plan traces.
- Using a top-level planner allows skills to be shared in many different hierarchical structures that may each solve very different problems.
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A Possible Scenario

An agent has been placed in a room with objects it can interact with to solve a number of different problems. With primitive actions consisting of basic movement of the agent's components, the agent has developed many abstract skills such as walking, and grabbing.

A High-Level Goal and Problem

There is a banana hanging from the ceiling of the room that the agent needs to grab, and there are various boxes scattered around the room.

A Possible Top-level Plan and Skill Decomposition

Research Progress

This is a preliminary proposal for dissertation work by James MacGlashan, a Ph.D. student attending the University of Maryland Baltimore County. Currently, many design issues still need to be solved. We present here the preliminary ideas about how to create the Skill Bootstrapping architecture.